COMPLETE ORAL CARE FOR THE WELL-BEING OF NAILS
PATENTED NATURAL HYDROLYZED SOLUBLE KERATIN
CLINICAL STUDIES & BIO AVAILABLE Oligopeptides

SPECTACULARLY FAST BENEFITS FOR HEALTHY NAILS
IMPROVES & STRENGTHENS THE RESILIENCE & APPEARANCE OF NAILS
REDUCES BRITTLINESS OF NAILS

WORLDWIDE PROVEN INNOVATION
THE DOMINANT CONTRIBUTOR IN THE COMPOSITION OF THE NAIL IS KERATIN, ACCOUNTING FOR MORE THAN 90% OF THE NAIL’S STRUCTURE. KERATIN IS A COMPOUND FORMED OF ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS WITHIN WHICH CYSTEINE CAN BE FOUND.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

CONCLUSIONS OF IN VIVO DOUBLE-BLIND PLACEBO-CONTROLLED CLINICAL STUDIES
(by FARCODERM | 50 women | 90 days)

After 30 days, with a daily CYNATINE® HNS dosage of 500mg, remarkable improvements in the health of nails have been recorded and measured by dermatologists:

Parameter 1: TENDENCY TO BREAK
88% WITH LESS BROKEN NAILS

Parameter 2: NAILS STRUCTURE
88% WITH HARDER NAILS

Parameter 3: NAILS HEALTH
88% WITH HIGHER RESISTANCY

Parameter 4: NAILS BEAUTY & COLOUR
100% COLOR RECOVERY

CYNATINE® HNS strengthens the nail structure by providing bio available keratin (EVALUATION OF THE BIOAVAILABILITY ACTIVITY OF A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT STUDY by FARCODERM).

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ACTIVE

PLACEBO

THE FORM 
POWDER (SOLUBLE)

TASTE/SMELL
LIGHT

COLOR
LIGHT YELLOW

SHELF LIFE 5 YEARS

ORIGIN
SHEEP WOOL

KOSHER & HALAL CERTIFIED